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ABSTRACT
Complex activities are activities that are a combination of
many simple ones. Typically, activities of daily living (ADLs)
fall in this category. Complex activity recognition is an ac-
tive area of interest amongst sensing and knowledge mining
community today. A majority of investigations along this
vein has happened in controlled experimental settings, with
multiple wearable and object-interaction sensors. This pro-
vides rich observation data for mining. Recently, a new and
challenging problem is to investigate recognition accuracy of
complex activities in the wild using the smartphone.

In this paper, we study the strength of the energy-friendly,
cheap, and ubiquitous accelerometer sensor, towards recog-
nizing complex activities in a complete real-life setting. In
particular, along the lines of hierarchical feature construc-
tion, we investigate multiple higher-order features from the
raw sensor stream (x, y, z, t). Further, we propose and evalu-
ate two SVM-based fusion mechanisms (early fusion vs. late
fusion) using the higher-order features. Our results show
promising performance improvements in recognizing com-
plex activities, w.r.t. prior results in such settings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: [Sensor Data Mining]

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
activity recognition, accelerometer, complex activities

1. INTRODUCTION
After the “perfect storm” around 2008 with the onset of

Android and iPhone app stores, there has been a tremendous
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increase in exploiting the sensing capabilities on the mobile
[7, 14] for a variety of application segments – games, context-
aware communications, healthcare, community sensing etc.
Activity recognition using the mobile phone is an active area
of research today. In this paper, we investigate recognition
performance of complex activities like “having lunch”, “cook-
ing”, “working at desk” etc, using solely a single smartphone-
based accelerometer, in the wild. A “complex activity” is
an activity that consists of multiple sub-activities from a
given observation space. “In the wild” means real-life, un-
constrained experimental setups that reflect reality as close
as possible [12]. Though multiple sensors on the phone can
be used for activity recognition, the accelerometer sensor is
energy-friendly. Recent results show that it is possible to
continuously sense the user’s activities [20, 24] by keeping
the accelerometer running, without causing a visible dent to
the battery budget. This is unlike other sensors such as GPS
and Microphone, which have much higher energy footprints,
and often impose bigger privacy threats (e.g. microphone).
Efficient recognition of complex activities (also referred to
as activities of daily living – ADLs) is valuable for many ap-
plications ranging from building energy efficient systems to
health care.

Our work is motivated by the broader goals of the Watta-
lyst Project1 which aims at studying correlations between a
user’s activities and electrical apparatus she used, in order to
reduce energy consumption. Here, we need mechanisms to
continuously monitor a user, immersed in her daily activities
in real life. For reasons cited above, the accelerometer on the
smartphone is a perfect fit to investigate activity recognition
in realistic, uninstrumented indoor spaces.

The accelerometer, when fixed to a body part, records
ambulatory movements of it. In many prior works, the ac-
celerometer has been used to study “simple activities” like
sitting, standing, walking etc, that typically refer to loco-
motions and postures. Here, the underlying observation is
reasonably periodic and predictable [15, 16]. Detection of
complex activities is more challenging as the generated sen-
sor data is aperiodic, unpredictable in nature [10]. More-
over, our restriction of using a single smartphone in the wild
(which is arguably the real situation today), confounds the
situation. Data from a single mobile phone accelerometer
does not capture ambulatory movements of multiple body

1http://www.wattalyst.org/
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parts. The anchor point (location of the phone) guides the
sensitivity to record movements, is largely in the pockets
(pant, or shirt) and is user-driven rather than experiment
design-driven. Moreover, the location can change dynam-
ically. Finally, naturalistic data reflects far greater unpre-
dictability and usage-dependent artifacts. For example, in
our data, a user can receive a phone call while she is cook-
ing, accept the call and talk for a few minutes (while shifting
the phone position around) and then put the phone back in
a different body position (or even on the kitchen counter).

Our focus in this paper is to investigate several feature
classes from a single accelerometer observation space, that
show robustness in detecting complex activities in natural-
ized settings. Most of the research on complex activity recog-
nition has till date, focused on using multiple wearable ac-
celerometers (along with a sensor platform – e.g., eWatch
[17]) to get rich body movement signals and associated con-
text (like [8, 21]). We cover a range of related work later
(Sec. 7). With respect to investigations using a single ac-
celerometer in naturalized settings, our recent prior work
[23] shows that certain locomotive features such as walking,
sitting, standing etc, learnt through supervision, form bet-
ter features than their statistical counterparts, for complex
activity classficiation. This is intuitively explained as loco-
motive and postural states are likely to be recorded relatively
well from short observation windows. Complex activities are
usually long running (of the order of minutes) and nonho-
mogeneous, resulting in temporal variations in the statistical
features over the observation period.

However, learning locomotion features through a super-
vised process necessitates the subjects to go through a train-
ing phase. In real-life, there can be an arbitrary, personal
set of movements and motions that characterize a complex
activity. It is onerous to conduct such a survey and training
for multiple users. In this paper we investigate the following
questions: (1) Can we learn good features from short ob-
servation windows through unsupervised techniques such as
clustering? (2) How much discriminatory power does such
unsupervised learning of features have, towards detecting
complex activities?

For investigation, we collected accelerometer records (sam-
pled at 30Hz) from the primary mobile phones (Nokia N95)
of 5 subjects continuously, as they went about performing
indoor activities, for a span of approx. 8 weeks. We summa-
rize our contributions:

• To perform complex activity recognition, we first em-
pirically evaluate an unsupervised clustering based ap-
proach towards constructing higher order feature di-
mensions. This can reduce training time necessary for
learning the locomotions and postures from users.

• We evaluate multiple higher order features (set, regres-
sion, topic models) of complex activity structures, ob-
tained using sequences of data clusters.

• We propose and evaluate multiple support vector machine-
based fusion approaches to learn mixed models from
these higher order features.

• Our results suggest that, using our methodology, com-
plex activities can be classified with very high accuracy
(85-90%) for real-life settings.

2. ACTIVITY DATA COLLECTION
We now describe the process of collecting, cleaning and

tagging our unique ground-truth annotated, longitudinal ac-
celerometer dataset that provides valuable insights into both
the activities of an individual and her/his usage of the smart-
phone, under completely-natural conditions.

2.1 Recruitment & Instructions
During data collection campaign, 5 users (3 Ph.D. stu-

dents, 1 post doctoral researcher, 1 co-author) volunteered
to carry a Nokia N95 phone, loaded with an application that
sampled the accelerometer at 30Hz, continuously 24×7. Four
users used it as their primary cellphone for the duration of
our data collection. Users were instructed to tag their activ-
ities in a separate diary while they conducted chores, only
in their home and office locations. The only specific instruc-
tions given were that the users should carry the phone with
them, in their preferred way, while they were tagging activi-
ties, and that they should charge the phone only when they
were not tagging themselves (typically in the night during
sleeping). This longitudinal data was gathered over a span
of 8 weeks on working days, with gaps due to individual
variations in lifestyle routines.

The user tagging process and principle followed was un-
constrained – users had their own discretion on what activi-
ties to tag. The users were provided an initial idea on what
constituted a complex activity (e.g., work, break, lunch). Al-
though not mandatory, users could provide additional detail
for each activity (e.g., break coffee, break toilet, work at desk).
Each user recorded the tag tuples: [activity start time, activ-
ity tag]. As the activities were sequential, the end time of an
activity was derived from the start time of the next tag. The
last activity performed on a certain day at a certain location
had an explicit end time registered by the user. Fig. 1 shows
the tag cloud from our data collection campaign. There are
1284 tags in total, with 177 unique tags.

Figure 1: Tags of complex activities collected

2.2 Data Processing & Sanitization
The data was cleaned by applying a per-user manual pro-

cess of normalization and information summarization: (1)
Semantically equivalent tags (e.g., office meet, office meeting)
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were converted to a standard notation. (2) Tags having ad-
ditional context were collapsed to the corresponding root
tag (for instance, office meet colleague → office meet), un-
less the activity occurred very frequently, and vice versa,
e.g., the activity office break toilet was separated from of-
fice break for some users. Infrequent tags were subsequently
removed from further investigation (e.g., home freshenup).

In total, we obtained 152 days of data, with each day
containing between 4-15 tags/person. Table 1 provides the
person-specific summary of the collected data. The final,
cleaned data contains records of a total of 1102 complex
activities across all users.

Table 1: Summary of Complex Activity Dataset

User1 User2 User3 User4 User5
# of Days 27 31 39 32 23
# of unique HAs 30 64 25 41 65
# of activities 194 215 372 167 228
# of activities used 186 203 356 165 192

3. INFERENCE METHODOLOGY
In this section, we formulate definitions and describe our

problem and methodology of mining complex activities more
specifically. Then we provide a primer of our inference ap-
proach, particularly focusing on the feature space explo-
rations we perform in the rest of the paper.

3.1 Definitions and Problem Statement
Fig. 2 shows an example of complex activities in daily life.

As shown in this figure, we first collect the raw accelerometer
stream data (x, y, z), and then segment it into accelerome-
ter frames of size τ . Statistical features are extracted from
these frames. Several such frames combined together consti-
tutes a complex activity (e.g. CA1=cooking, CA2=eating,
CA3=working).

   

Figure 2: Complex activity recognition problem

We first present the necessary mathematical definitions
needed to describe the steps in the rest of the paper.

Definition 1 (Accelerometer Data - A). A sequence
of data points recording acceleration along 3 axes, i.e. A =
〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉, where ai = (xi, yi, zi, ti) is a tuple with ac-
celerations (xi, yi, zi) and timestamp ti. We further assume
that the accelerometer data is associated with a semantic lo-
cation tag (e.g. derived from the processing of concurrently
generated GPS samples) sl ∈ SL(= {SL1, . . . , SLk}), where
SL is the set of distinct semantic locations we consider. In
other words, ai is a 5-tuple of the form (xi, yi, zi, ti, sli).
For this paper, we limit ourselves to two semantic locations
(k = 2) {“home”, “office”} 2.

2A was generated with a sampling frequency of 30 Hz, re-

We do not recognize the complex activities directly from
this raw accelerometer stream A, but based on each group
of accelerometer records in a time frame τ , where τ is typ-
ically small (e.g., 5 secs or 10 secs). We make a reasonable
assumption that each such group corresponds to a specific lo-
comotion/postural state of the user, e.g., sit, stand, arm-up.
There are several advantages of using frames rather than the
raw accelerometer directly for semantic activity recognition:

• Robustness to outliers – Our data collection is in natu-
ralized settings where subjects use smart phones with-
out any restrictions. The accelerometer sensor data
(A) is quite sensitive to various phone-specific usages,
irrelevant motions and outliers, e.g., while changing the
phone position, putting on the hands-free, checking the
time etc. Therefore, temporally consecutive raw accel-
eration records (a) can vary, even though the activity
(e.g. walking, cooking) remains invariant. Grouping
the raw records a into frames reduces the effect of such
outliers on the statistical features, and aids in achiev-
ing robust segmentation algorithms using the frames.

• Storage Efficiency – The raw data stream is huge, as
accelerometer data is usually sampled at a reasonably
high frequency (e.g., 30 Hertz). For example, in our
experiment, accelerometer is sampling at 30 Hz, re-
sulting in 1800 records/minute. However, by using a
frame size of 5 secs (τ = 5), the ratio between ac-
celerometer frames and accelerometer records is 1

5∗30 ,
a remarkable compression before data analysis. Even
though, such compression leads to information loss in
theory, prior experiments like [12, 23] have established
that frame-based features are more robust and leads to
higher classification accuracy for different activities.

Definition 2 (Accelerometer Frame - A(τ)). A set

of continuous accelerometer records, i.e. A(τ)={ai+1, . . . , ai+k}
in time duration τ . Basic features are calculated to describe
the frame characteristics 〈f1, · · · , fl〉, where fj can be time
domain features like mean, variance of the three axes (x, y, z)
and frequency domain features like energy, entropy etc.

In order to transformA into a sequence of frames, we use≈
70 statistical features from the time and frequency domain
of the time series. For each accelerometer frame A(τ), we

assign a label l
(A)
i ∈ LA. l

(A)
i can be inferred in the follow-

ing two ways: (1) supervised learning using a training data
representing well-known locomotions and postures to infer
labels such as ‘sitting’, ‘standing’, ‘jogging’. These labels
are commonly used in many activity recognition literatures
like [1, 23]. (2) unsupervised learning to infer the clusters
of accelerometer data, then each frame is assigned a cluster
label. Note that cluster labels represent frames that show
similarity w.r.t. its statistical features. We do not know
the specific locomotion or posture, a cluster corresponds to.
Based on the inference on accelerometer frames (A(τ)), we
can transform a sequence of raw accelerometer data into a

sequence of l
(A)
i labels for each complex activity.

Definition 3 (Complex Activity - CA). A sequence

of accelerometer frame labels, CA = 〈l1, · · · , ln〉, where l(A)
i ∈

LA is the label corresponding to the accelerometer frame A
(τ)
i .

sulting in a sample size of ∼ 3MB per day
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Therefore, the complex activity recognition task is to de-
tect a high-level label (e.g., cooking, taking-dinner, working)
from the sequence of low-level accelerometer frame labels

(i.e., l(A)). The complex activity label is noted as l
(CA)
i , cor-

responding to the accelerometer frame label l(A). We have

l
(CA)
i ∈ LCA, which belongs to the tag cloud in Fig. 1.

3.2 Complex Activity Learning Approaches
Prior work in [23] shows that a two-tier complex activity

learning approach, by converting the raw stream into a set of
locomotive and postural states and extracting features from
the resulting transformed stream, provides better accuracy
than traditional one-tier approach where statistical features
computed from the raw stream are directly used to clas-
sify complex activities. Moreover, due to the high sampling
frequency of accelerometer data, such a two-tier approach
provides better compute performance compared to inference
using the raw accelerometer data (x, y, z) directly.

In this paper, we extend the two-tier framework along the
following lines (see Fig. 3):

Topic/Regression 
Features 

Set/Sequential 
Features 

Locomotion-based 
Frame Labeling 

Clustering-based 
Frame Labeling 

Complex 
Activity 
Inference 

Accelerometer 
Frame 
Labeling 

Figure 3: Activity Inference Approaches

• In the lower tier (Accelerometer Frame Labeling), be-
sides relying on user-labeled training data of well-known
locomotive and postural states (called“micro-activities”),
we additionally evaluate an unsupervised clustering ap-
proach, to transform the raw data stream into a se-
quence of cluster labels. This eliminates needs for the
tedious task of manually tagging data for such micro-
activities. Moreover, this also avoids the tag errors
due to intrinsic human errors given the invasive na-
ture of such a tagging process. Finally, since clustering
looks on data similarity, we discover several personal-
ized movement patterns (which in turn can be used
as latent features), which are impossible to determine
through a manual survey-driven process for finding the
representative micro-activities of each subject.

• In the higher tier (Complex Activity Inference), we study
a variety of higher-order features from the sequence of
labelled accelerometer frames. Such labels can be de-
rived using the locomotion-based micro-activities, or
the clustering-based labels. For higher-order features,
we consider two groups: one is about set and sequen-
tial features, which are generated based on the count-
ing statistics from the frame labels; the other group is
to build advanced models and extract higher-order fea-
tures, e.g. (1) regression model to represent the activ-
ity evolution and extract regression features, (2) LDA
(latent dirichlet allocation) based topic model on the
frame labels to extract topic features.

4. ACCELEROMETER STREAM LABELING
In this section, we discuss two types of lower-tier tasks to

label accelerometer frames, in order to transform the raw ac-
celerometer data stream into frame-level feature dimensions
(e.g. locomotions, postures).

As mentioned before, one approach is to infer such frame-
level features by using supervised learning. In this model,
the user is asked to perform a set of well-known (or user
feedback-based) locomotions (e.g. walk, sit, stand, recline,
climb stairs etc). Data is collected and classification models
are built. Using these models, an unknown stream of ac-
celerometer frames are classified, to convert the raw stream
to a sequence of symbols in the derived higher-order dimen-
sion. In our experimental study, we collect training data
with 7 micro-activity tags (sit, sit active, walk, loiter, bursty
move, stand, using stairs), build classification models, and
use these tags to label each accelerometer frame.

Based on the study of using such user feedback-based loco-
motion tags to label the accelerometer frames[23], we observe
some drawbacks:

• Training Burden: We need to request the users to
spend some time tagging their locomotions and pos-
tures. This is an onerous task for the user. In addition,
the user often needs to be shadowed, with a diary, in
order to collect such data. Moreover, the user has to
avoid using the smartphone for regular purposes during
this data collection, in order to collect representative
samples of the micro-activities.

• Inability to capture complete reality: A survey-driven
method captures only a set of micro-activities performed
by the user. Clearly, in real-life, while performing
complex activities, users perform several other diverse
micro-activities. For example, walk itself can have sev-
eral variations, like walk slowly, walk briskly, walk with
a strut etc. A user is expected to perform many kinds
of such numerous real-life micro-activities. It is im-
practical and difficult to capture all of them through a
supervised training set.

• Personalization issues: Users will have different per-
sonalized ways of performing micro-activities. For ex-
ample, while “watching TV”, an user might be “sitting
and shaking legs”most of the time, while another might
be sitting still. It is difficult to capture such personal-
ized micro-activities, without an exhaustive monitoring
of the user’s complex activities, which is again imprac-
tical in real-life settings.

To overcome these problems, we label the accelerometer
frames using an unsupervised clustering technique. We per-
form k-means clustering on the accelerometer data available
from the semantic activity logs. In order to do this, the
raw data in each accelerometer frame is represented as a
vector of statistical features. Table 2 lists some of the fea-
tures we used, including both time and frequency domain
features. This approach provides a data-driven mechanism
to group frames that intuitively represent similar (but un-
known) micro-activities. This eliminates the training bur-
den. Secondly, as derived from the same data stream as the
complex activities, they represent reality. Thirdly, personal
patterns are more likely to be captured using clusters.

We vary the number of clusters (K) to determine the
best performing clustering configuration. In this process,
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Table 2: Selected features used for activity recognition

Time Mean (x̄, ȳ, z̄), Magnitude (
√

x2 + y2 + z2),
Domain Variance {var(x), var(y), var(z)},

Covariance {cov(x, y), cov(y, z), cov(x, z)},
Frequency Energy (

∑N
j=1(m2

j )

N ), mj is FFT component
Domain Entropy (−∑n

j=1(pj ∗ log(pj)), pj is FFT histogram

we apply well-known clustering metric, i.e, DBI (the Davies-
Bouldin index) K [9], to evaluate the clustering performance
using different. We empirically determined the number of
representative clusters for each user (between 6-14), and
found the most suitable cluster number is K = 10. There-
fore, we transform the original stream into a sequence of
cluster identifiers (i.e., ten cluster labels) and use the trans-
formed stream in this frame-level dimension for further anal-
ysis of complex activities.

Figure 4: Locomotion tags vs. clusters

In addition, we test the clustering algorithm with the user-
tagged micro-activity data with 7 tags (i.e., walk, slowWalk,
stairs, sit, sitRelax, stand, bustyMove). As shown in Fig.
4 that plots the first 7 clusters (from cluster0 to cluster6)
for one user, we observe the clusters are not necessarily con-
sistent with the user-tags. We have similar observations for
other four users, and all have such difference between user-
tags and clusters.

5. COMPLEX ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In this section, we exhaustively study different higher-

order features as well as the learning methods, for inferring
the complex activities in daily life.

5.1 Activity Features
Each complex activity (CA) instance is first transformed

into a sequence of labels (see Definition 3), as a result of “ac-
celerometer frame labeling”, described in Section 4. There-
fore, mathitCA = {l1, · · · , ln}, where li ∈ LA represents a
locomotion tag label or a cluster identifier. It is worth noting
that we do not know exactly to which specific motion or pos-
ture the cluster label corresponds. Based on this sequence
of frame labels, we can calculate derived features.

5.1.1 Set and Sequence Features
The number of labels are finite (i.e., the size of LA). Given

|LA| = K, we can compute a feature vector of size K from
each CA instance. We call these “Set Features”. To simply
the explanation, let’s assume that there are three clusters
LA = {a, b, c}, and a CA instance has the sequence {acbb-

baaaccbb} after frame labeling. Therefore, the set feature
vector is 〈4, 5, 3〉, indicating the number of a, b, c in this CA
instance, respectively.

In addition to the set features that only focus on each in-
dividual label independently, the sequential features account
for joint occurrences. In the previous example, we have
the following sub-sequences: 〈aa, ab, ba, ac, ca, bb, bc, cb, cc〉.
Thus, the sequential feature vector for {acbbbaaaccbb} is
〈2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 3, 0, 3, 1〉 if we use an overlapping sliding win-
dow of size 2 that shifts by 1 step, and 〈1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1〉
if we use non-overlapping sliding windows. Longer subse-
quence features like length-3 (aab, aba, · · · ) can be calcu-
lated similarly. The problem here is the exponential nature
of the feature dimension. Therefore, discriminant sequen-
tial mining has been significantly studied in the literature
to identify informative sub-sequences [5, 13, 23]. In [23], we
identified that sequential features do not have significantly
contributions compared to the set features for inferring se-
mantic activities in the wild. Therefore, in this paper, we
mainly concentrate on other higher-order feature spaces us-
ing advanced models. In particular, we investigate regression
features and topic features. We discuss these next.

5.1.2 Regression Features
These features are based on the idea of building trend

models to build discriminative features of complex activities
and further make classification. The main intuition here is to
learn the evolution of a certain CA in the underlying feature
space K as the activity progresses in time. In our case, K
indicates the number of clusters. We use the features from
the activity evolution models to build classifiers. For testing
an unknown CA instance, the evolution model of the test
stream is compared with known models to predict the CA.
The intuition is explained in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Regression features for activity learning

In Fig. 5, we observe the temporal evolution of five CA
instances, with the feature space containing 3 locomotion la-
bels (i.e., ‘sit’, ‘stand’, ‘walk’). Note the trend difference be-
tween two activity types, i.e. “home work” and “home eat”.
Therefore, we can build the regression models of these CA
instances, and use the regression models to infer CAs. For
the example of 3 locomotion labels (‘sit’, ‘stand’, ‘walk’), we
can build a linear regression model (based on three variables)
for an activity class:

x1a1 + x2a2 + x3a3 + x0 = 0

where a1, a2, a3 indicate the number of ‘sit’, ‘walk’, ‘stand’
frames in each CA instance. Thereafter, the coefficients
〈x0, x1, x2, x3〉 can be used to train classification models. We
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call them “Regression Features”, and build CA classification
models using them. Note that, we can also build higher-
order polynomial regression features by fitting higher-order
polynomials to the activity evolution.

5.1.3 Topic Features
Topic models are well-known approaches in discovering

the abstract “topics” for a collection of documents, based
on analyzing the statistical properties of the “bag of words”
in the document. For implementing topic models, Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is one of the most well-known
instantiations of topic model [18, 3]. Topic models have suc-
cessfully been utilized in several applications including ac-
tivity recognition [10, 2]. In activity recognition literature,
researchers have typically applied topic models over multi-
sensor streams, typically in constrained wearable comput-
ing setups, where rich observation data about the activity
is available. Our research has few unexplored angles: (1)
We investigate a method to build latent topics from a sin-
gle sensor stream, by transforming the stream to an obser-
vation space representing data clusters that present in the
stream; (2) We use the emerging topic associations in turn
as features, to build supervised models for studying complex
activity recognition accuracy; (3) Discriminatory power of
such higher order features has not been evaluated on com-
plex activities measured in the wild.

In our problem, a topic t is a hidden latent activity. Ele-
ments in a given CA instance (i.e., the sequence 〈l1, . . . , ln〉)
are probabilistic occurrences due to T (>= 1) hidden latent
activities (acttopic). A complex activity CA is a statistical
combination of a group of such latent activities or topics
〈acttopic1 , . . . , acttopicj 〉, and each latent activity acttopic is
associated with a certain probability. The intuition is, from
the accelerometer observations, CAs such as office break can
consist of ‘getting off the chair’, ‘moving around’, and ‘sitting
down on the chair’ etc, office lunch can include ‘carrying the
tray to the desk’, ‘sitting down’, and ‘eating’ etc. Our aim is
to investigate the power of the resulting topic distributions
(as features) to classify the CA.

To do this, we apply LDA to infer the latent topics (acttopic)
from the CA sequences representing cluster labels (tagframe).
Then, based on the acttopic distributions for each complex ac-
tivity (actcomplex ), the actual CA label for each instance is to
be inferred. Therefore, we have the following inference for T
latent topics.

p(actcomplex |tagframe) =

T∑

k=1

p(acttopic |tagframe)p(actcomplex |acttopic) (1)

Once we have learned the LDA model, we can use this
model to estimate the distribution of latent activities acttopic
in a given CA instance, i.e., the estimate of extent to which
different latent topics are present in the CA. Therefore, for
each training CA instance, we have a vector 〈p1 · · · pT 〉, rep-
resenting the distribution of the T latent topics in the CA
instance. This vector represents the “Topic Features”.

5.2 Learning Algorithms
For learning classification models, we explore the support

vector machine (SVM) method. In particular, we apply the
LibSVM package which has a good performance in many

classification applications [4]. Fig. 9 captures the overall
procedure for our complex activity learning and classifica-
tion. The feature dimensions (Set, Regression, Topic) are
essentially representing information about a CA instance in
different dimensions. We explore two vector machine vari-
ants for learning classification models: early fusion and late
fusion.

Frame Labeling 
-  Supervised tags 
-  Clustering  

Label Count LDA Model Regression 

SVM 

SVM 

SVM 

E
a
rl

y
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u
s
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n
 

L
a
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u
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Figure 6: Learning procedure (Early fusion vs. Late fusion)

• Early Fusion - In early fusion, we directly build classi-
fier (e.g., SVM model) on the CA features, and make
prediction. Here, the CA features can be a single type
of features (i.e, set, regression and topic); or a com-
bination of these different types of features to form
a single, master feature vector. From training data,
these feature vectors are used to build a single SVM
classification model. Intuitively, this approach learns
the separation vector on the feature space, combining
the multiple dimensions and can exploit correlations
amongst features in the mixed feature space.

• Late Fusion - This approach exploits the discrimina-
tory power of individual feature dimensions for clas-
sification, while compromising on the potential corre-
lations present in the mixed feature space combining
all feature extractors. Here, we learn individual SVM
models for each feature dimension. Each SVM model
outputs a prediction vector [p1, . . . , pn] for each CA
instance, where pi = predicted probability of the in-
stance to belong to class i. Afterwards, the third vector
plane is subsequently learnt using the prediction vec-
tors of different individual SVMs, to predict the final
class value of an unknown CA instance. Intuitively,
this model accommodates variation in the predictive
powers of multiple feature dimensions, and performs
well when feature spaces are not necessarily correlated.

6. EXPERIMENT
To evaluate our approach on mining complex activities in

the wild using a single smartphone accelerometer sensor, we
provide a group of extensive experiments. The experiments
are carried out using the data set described in Section 2.
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6.1 Stream labeling: supervised vs unsuper-
vised

We first test the difference between labeling of the ac-
celerometer stream with a supervised set of locomotion and
posture labels, vs. unsupervised data-cluster based labeling
of the same stream.

We collected ground truth data about 7 locomotion and
postures of the same 5 subjects, with the phone in different
preferred body positions. This was done via an exit interview
after the data collection. The 7 labels are: ‘sit’, ‘sit active’,
‘walk’, ‘loiter’, ‘bursty move’, ‘stand’, ‘using stairs’. These
were chosen based on users’ feedback of micro-activities com-
monly associated with their daily lifestyles at home and of-
fice. While most labels are self-descriptive, the non-obvious
ones are described in Table 3. Classification models were
trained and the accelerometer stream corresponding to the
complex activities were labeled subsequently. This was com-
pared against data-cluster based labeling of the streams, ,
obtained by using K-means algorithm with the number of
clusters K=10 (Section 4).

Table 3: Descriptions of some non-obvious activity labels
Labels Exemplary Description

sitActive sitting but being active (e.g., shaking legs, stretching, ..)
sit sitting in a static way

loiter walk at a slow pace with stops, walk inside office rooms
burstyMove jerky movements (e.g., get up from chair,

movements inside kitchen)

Fig. 7 compares the complex activity classification accu-
racy for five users with set features, after the stream was
transformed with 7 supervised labels vs. 10 cluster-based la-
bels. We observe that, for both home and office activities, we
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Figure 7: Comparison of supervised labels vs. unsupervised
data-cluster based labels, for complex activity recognition
accuracy. (Set Features are used for this comparison.)

see performance improvements (up to 20%) using the cluster-
based labels. The variation is non-uniform across users. For
User3 , we do not notice much improvement. We conjecture
this is because the supervised labels perhaps captured most
of the ambulatory patterns of that user, and cluster-driven
labeling did not add much extra information. For subsequent
experiments, we use the cluster-based labels as they are per-
forming better to capture representative activity structures.

6.2 Higher Order Features
We build the second set of experiments to evaluate dif-

ferent higher-order features. Prior work [23] has evaluated
discriminatory sequences as features, and no large improve-
ment was found over Set features. Moreover, Set features
have much less dimensionality than sequences. Hence, we
compare Set, Regression and Topic features (Section 5.1)
here.

Fig. 8 provides the comparison amongst the three fea-
ture types. We report poor performance in recognizing both
home and office activities using Regression features. Such
regression features are computed using simple linear regres-
sion models fitted to the activity evolution. Further, we also
evaluated higher-order regression functions (e.g., quadratic
regression). This resulted in some performance improvement
compared to linear regression, but performed worse than Set
features. Between Set and Topic features, there does not
seem to be a clear winner, though Topic features perform
better in most cases (7 out of 10), with User2’s home activi-
ties recording the highest gain (≥25%) using Topic features.
Overall, the average percentage improvement achieved using
Topic features surpasses the Set features.
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Figure 8: Performance comparison of Set, Regression and
Topic features. (10-clusters are used for this comparison.)
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6.3 Learning: Early Fusion vs. Late Fusion
Finally, we evaluate and compare the two learning ap-

proaches, i.e., early fusion and later fusion, using the combi-
nation of multiple features. As Regression features cannot
achieve good performance with the reality data, we mainly
test fusion using the combination of Set features and Topic
features.

As shown in Fig. 9, we observe that all home and office
activities of five users can achieve good recognition accuracy
using late fusion. The fact that late fusion works better
indicates that perhaps not much correlation is present in
the two feature dimensions (Set, Topic), for exploitation by
the early fusion approach. The final accuracies computed
by late fusion for home and office, are between 85%-95%, as
compared to ≈65%-80% reported earlier [23]. The highest
accuracy we achieved is 97%, which is about 10% better than
the highest reported earlier. The average accuracy of 86.17%
is also about 10% better than prior work.
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Figure 9: Comparison of early fusion and later fusion

To further analyze the results from late fusion, Table 4
provides the confusion matrices of both home and office ac-
tivities of 5 users. We observe that most of office activities
can be more easily detected compared to home activities.
In particular, all office work complex activities from 5 users
have an impressive ≥90% accuracy. For home activities, we
observe the classifier gets confused for home relax activity
for User1. In our exit interview with User1, we subjectively
found that User1 often performed this activity in ways that
intuitively should look similar, when observed solely by the
accelerometer. Since the tagging process is unconstrained, it
is quite possible that some activities are similar in the obser-
vation space of an accelerometer. Additional sensory context
(e.g., microphones) might be needed to obtain enough dis-

criminatory features to disambiguate among such complex
activities, which is out of the scope of this paper.

Our results provide evidence that the accelerometer is a
powerful sensor to exploit, for complex activity recognition in
the wild, with completely real-life scenarios. The late fusion
approach shows promise for further evaluation of complex
activities in naturalized environments.

home_work 
home_break 
home_relax 
home_cook 
home_eat

0.88 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.08 
0.0 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.0 
0.066 0.0 0.667 0.133 0.133 
0.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.0 
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.5 

71.4 
% 
 

office_break 
office_work 
office_meet 
office_lunch

0.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 
0.0 0.96 0.04 0.0 
0.1 0.8 0.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

84.0 
% 

home_relax 
home_work 
home_baby 
home_eat

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.2 0.6 0.0 0.2 
0.4 0.2 0.4 0.0 
0.1 0.1 0.0 0.8 

75.0 
% 

office_work 
office_ toilet 
office_lunch 
office_meet

0.98 0.2 0.0 0.0 
0.067 0.866 0.067 0.0 
0.1 0.0 0.9 0.0 
0.4 0.6 0.5 0.85 

97.1 
% 

home_relax 
home_cook 
home_eat 
home_clean

0.98 0.02 0.0 0.0 
0.05 0.9 0.05 0.0 
0.0 0.4 0.96 0.0 
0.0 0.2 0.0 0.8 

97.0 
% 

office_work 
office_lunch 
office_coffee 
office_ toilet 
office_break

0.954 0.09 0.181 0.0 0.181 
0.167 0.7 0.0 0.033 0.1 
0.2 0.04 0.56 0.16 0.04 
0.067 0.0 0.066 0.867 0.0 
0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.2 

84.5 
% 

home_relax 
home_work 
home_cook

0.813 0.062 0.125 
0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.1 0.0 0.9 

85.0 
%  
 

office_meet 
office_work 
office_break

0.6 0.2 0.2 
0.022 0.978 0.0 
0.0 0.1 0.9 

95.0 
% 
 

home_cook 
home_work 
home_relax

0.95 0.0 0.5 
0.333 0.667 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 

93.3 
%  

office_work 
office_meet 
office_lunch 
office_break

0.927 0.018 0.018 0.036 
0.0 0.667 0.333 0.0 
0.733 0.0 0.067 0.2 
0.16 0.0 0.04 0.8 

76.8 
% 

Table 4: Confusion matrix of late fusion results

7. RELATED WORK
Early works on human activity learning (e.g., [1]) focused

on activities such as walking, running, cycling (which we call
MA, i.e, micro-activities) using data from multiple body-
worn accelerometers under lab environments. Thereafter,
several investigations have measured activity detection accu-
racies using accelerometers placed in different on-body po-
sition [8, 16] for different activity routines (e.g., gym activ-
ities). Recently, [14, 11, 22] addressed the problem of loco-
motion and posture prediction (i.e., MA classification) using
cellphone-embedded accelerometers. Micro-activities exhibit
recurring behavior over short time windows (seconds), mak-
ing it possible to classify them with high confidence using
O(sec) test windows. However, complex activities typically
extend over longer periods of time and consist of multiple
types of unpredictable locomotions in the observation win-
dow. In this paper, we attempt to classify such high-level
complex activities (CA), which have aperiodic behavior.

Approaches for mobile phone-based activity recognition
principally aim to leverage upon multiple phone-embedded
sensors to recognize the user’s context [7, 14, 21, 15]. For
example, [6] demonstrated that accelerometers and micro-
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phones provided good features for activity recognition (e.g.,
walk, run, talk, cook, eat) while [14] developed an ‘on-phone,
continuous’ recognition system to detect events using multi-
ple phone sensors. The primary focus is to discover how a
combination of phone sensors helps to improve the accuracy
of activity detection. We however investigate a complemen-
tary question: To what extent can the accelerometer sensor
alone be used discriminate indoor complex activities?

Exploitation of hierarchical approaches in recognizing com-
plex activity is not new in activity recognition literature.
[10] presented an approach towards automatic discovery of
complex activities, based on the use of topic models to dis-
cover repetitive, aperiodic patterns of clustering among the
underlying low-level activities. Such a hierarchical approach
was also explored in [2], which employed a multi-layer dis-
criminative approach using conditional random fields for de-
tecting composite activities. Similar models for higher-layer
activity detection have also been explored in the area of
smart homes (e.g., [19]). All these approaches have relied
on multiple body-worn sensors and infrastructure-based sen-
sors (e.g. object interaction). In contrast, our investigation
looks at activities in the wild, i.e., un-instrumented indoor
spaces, using a single phone-based accelerometer, carried by
the user in out-of-lab environments. We conduct a first-of-
a-kind, thorough investigation of higher-order features for
complex activity recognition under completely naturalized
settings. Our results show that unsupervised learning of data
clusters in the streams, and their subsequent usage to build
higher-order features, show good results for complex activity
classification. Our results of achievable accuracies indicate
that many complex activities may be deciphered using only
the accelerometer.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated complex activity recognition per-

formance using a single smartphone based accelerometer sen-
sor in the wild. The primary focus was to investigate recog-
nition performance of complex activities under naturalized
settings, using a real-life data set collected from 5 users over
a span of 8 weeks. Along the lines of hierarchical feature di-
mensions, we investigated several higher order features (e.g.,
set, regression, topic features), that can be extracted from
the raw sensor stream.

While researchers have shown good performance of mining
complex activities in controlled & multi-sensor settings, our
paper makes the following new insight for smartphone-based
complex activity recognition in real-life settings: Features
constructed using generative models, over a representation of
the stream as a sequence of cluster labels, captures complex
activity signatures very well, resulting in high recognition ac-
curacy. This also indicates that energy-friendly smartphone-
based accelerometers can be a good choice to sense many
complex activities in real-life.
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